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ABSTRACT 
The plane elastostatic problem of an Infinite 
orthotropic strip containing a crack is considered. 
Fourier integral transformation technique is used to 
solve the field equations for an elastic orthotropic 
medium and the problem is reduced to a singular inte- 
gral equation which is subsequently solved numerically. 
Various loading conditions are studied for the 
cases of both internal and edge cracks, but particular 
emphasis is given to edge crack problem.  For an 
orthotropic and an isotropic material, and for various 
crack lengths, the stress intensity factors and crack 
opening displacements are computed in the form of 
Green's functions.  These results can easily be used 
to obtain the solutions for arbitrary loadings that 
cause a stress distribution normal to the crack surface. 
Also an approximate technique is applied to consider 
the case of concentrated normal forces acting on the 
crack surface.  The numerical results in the report 
are presented for different crack geometries and the 
effect of the material orthotropy on the stress distri- 
bution, the stress intensity factors and the crack 
opening displacements are investigated. 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
In linear fracture mechanics, the problem of a long 
strip containing a crack perpendicular to the sides has 
been widely studied.  The reason for the practical value 
of this problem is the fact that the results can be 
used for the standard test specimen without much 
approximation.  Some of these studies can be found in 
[1-6], where the material is assumed to be isotropic. 
In recent years the increasing use of various fiber- 
reinforced composite materials in many engineering 
structures and especially in aerospace industry has 
brought up the need for more intensive fracture 
analysis of anisotropic materials.  What makes fiber 
composites so important is that, during the process of 
manufacturing, they can be strengthened in certain direc- 
tions, which improves their structural resistance to un- 
stable crack propogation.  Composite materials are com- 
binations of two or more different materials and are in 
general anisotropic and non-homogeneous, but they are 
usually assumed to be orthotropic and homogeneous. 
In plane problems, for an infinite orthotropic 
medium containing a line crack or a series of col linear 
cracks, it has been shown that, (see [7-10]), the 
orthotropy doesn't affect the stress Intensity factor 
and the results are identical to the lsotropic case. 
However when the geometry is bounded, the SIF Is highly 
dependent on the orthotropy of tie material.  To study 
this dependence one may refer to a number of previous 
works.  For example, in [11,12] an orthotropic strip 
containing a crack and bonded to two orthotropic half 
planes is considered.  In [13] the problem of periodi- 
cally arranged orthotropic strip containing cracks has 
been investigated and in [14] an orthotropic strip 
containing an internal and edge cracks is studied for 
both material types I and II.  The stress intensity 
factors for the symmetric case are calculated and com- 
pared with isotropic results.  Lately the problem of an 
inclined crack in an orthotropic strip is solved in [15], 
The isotropic case of the inclined internal crack pro- 
blem was studied in [5]. 
In this report an infinite orthotropic strip con- 
taining a crack normal to the sides of the strip is 
considered and both internal and edge crack cases are 
analysed.  In the fracture of composites stress inten- 
sity factor is the most commonly accepted criteria for 
failure, and fatigue analysis has shown that SIF is the 
determining parameter for fatigue failure, also.  The 
crack opening displacement may also be used as a 
fracture toughness.  For this purpose stress intensity 
factors and crack opening displacements are calculated 
for different crack geometries under various loading 
conditions.  For edge cracks of various lengths SIF 
and COD are computed as Green's functions.  The loading 
conditions considered are simple tension, pure bending, 
three-point bending and shear loadings.  (Figure 2.) 
The last two are approximations to standard three-point 
bend and compact tension tests, respectively.  Since 
the errors involved are not too big these are accept- 
able approximations.  In simple beam theory a linear 
stress distribution is assumed in the uncracked beam 
but in actual case the perturbations caused by the 
loads change the stress distribution and the stress 
intensity factors.  The same situation exists for the 
shear loads.  The effect of orthotropy is another 
factor that must be considered and for this purpose a 
number of different orthotropic materials including 
the isotropic are used for comparison. 
2.  FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
2.1  Consider the orthotropic strip shown in Figure 1. 
In the plane theory of elasticity the equilibrium 
equations for the orthotropic materials can be expressed 
as 
1
 a?   ^7    3 oxdy (la.b) 
7
     
2
 ^7     3 ox°y 
o2v   ,   a      o
2v ^ a     d2u 
dx dy 
where  u, v are the x,y-components of the displace 
ment vector. 
For generalized plane stress:  (see [16]) 
E E 
01 " (1-v  v  )C   '  02 " (1-v Yv )C v
  xy yx' xy v  xy yx' xy 
p, = 1 + v 3. 3       yx 1 
(2) 
For plane strain: 
All ^2 A1? 
xy xy xy 
where 





E v   = E v  , E v 
x yx  y*y  yzy 
V      ,     V 
x    y    z 
v    v . 
xz    yz 1 
"E IT z     y    z 
E v  , E v   - E v 
z yz'  z xz    x zx 
The solution of the problem can be obtained by 
using the superposition technique which allows us to 
add the solution of a homogeneous strip with no crack 
and the solution of a cracked plane to obtain the 
solution for the cracked strip. 
The solutions will be searched in the form 
u(x,y) =f f    fi(y»a)sln a*da + ?7 j   81(x,7)ei7yd7 0 
v(x,y) 
^(x.y) + ^(x.y), 
| J     f2(y,a)cos axda + j^   J      g2 (x,7)ei7yd7 
0 
v^x.y) + v2(x,y) (4a,b) 
2.2  Solutions  u.-Cx.y), Vi(x,y) 
2    P ™ 
u1(x,y) ■ - /  f1(y,a)sin axda, 
2  r« 0<x<«, 0<y<h (5) 
v^x.y) - - J  f2(y,a)cos axda. 
Note 
^(-x.y) " -^(x.y) , 
v1(-x,y) - v^x.y) . 
Substituting the above displacement expressions 
into the equilibrium equations (1) we obtain 
9     d2f,       df9 




f2 + &2 -^T + 03a "5y " ° ' 
Assuming 
we find 
^(y.a) = A(a)e8y , 
f2(y,a) = B(a)e8y , 
(-31a2+s2)A - P3asB - 0 , 
03asA + (P2s2-a2)B - 0 . 
Thus we obtain the characteristic equation: 
sA + P4a
2s2 + 35a4 = 0 ,        (6) 
whe re  £J,  and 0c  are defined as 
2 
The roots of (6) are 
2  -SA 1/04-^5   2 
;  E n  a 
Defining 
P6 -/0^-A05 , (8) 
we find 
s 2 _ "V^ 1 -  3   ••• s1 - Wl+iw2 =y(-04+e6)/2 , s3 - -8l , 
,  -eA-efi „     <
9> 
s\   =  M2 °  .'. s2 - w3+iw4 -y(-PA-P6)/2  , sA - -I 
where w,  and w^  are assumed to be positive.  There- 
fore the functions  f,, f~  are of the form 
s,ay       -Sidy 
^(y.a) - A1(a)e    + A2(a)e 
(10) 
s?ay       -s9ay 
+ A3(a)e z  + AA(a)e L 
s.ay        -s^ay 
f2(y»a) «= B1(a)e L  + B2(a)e l 
s2ay       -Soay 
+ B3(a)e z       +  BA(a)e  z 
We can express  B,  in terms of A.  (i ■» 1,4)  using 
the second equilibrium equation  (lb). 
8 
,   s,ay   -s,ay   s?ay   -s-ay 
-aZ(B1e L    +B2c    +B3e c    4-B^e  *  ) 
2 2 slay   2 2 'Slay   2 2 82ay 
+ ^(BjS^cTe x  +B2s^:i e l     +^B^ae  c 
j  9 -s9ay s,ay      -8,ay ♦B^s^a e    ) + ^(s^ae A -SjaA^e 
s~ay      -S2ay 
+ s2ciA3e   -s2aA-e    ) - 0 , 
which gives 
Bl   * 07AP     B2  " "07A2'     B3   = P8A3'     B4   " ^sV 
where 
P7  - j     ,        Po ^S- . (ID 1-P2sj[ 8       1-32S2 
s,ay -8-iay 8-,ay 
.*.    f1(y,a)   - A1(a)e   l       + A2(a)e     L       + A^cOe  l 
-s9ay 
+ A,(a)e     l 
* (12) 
s,ay -s,ay 
f2(y,a)   -p?(A1(a)e   L     -A2(a)e     L     ) 
+ P8(A3<a)e  l    -A4(a)e     ^     )   . 
Thus u,(x,y)  and v,(x,y)  are determined in terms 
of unknown functions  A,(a), A2(a), A.,(a)  and A,(a) 
2.3  Solutions  u2(x,y), v2(x,y) 
u2(x,y) - ^ /" g1(x,7)ei7>rd7, 
v2 
(x
»y) ch I" g2(x'7)el7yd7 • 
«<x<cc, 0<y<h  (13) 
Substituting Into equilibrium equations (1) it follows 
that 
^ go     r        Sgl 
oV 
Assuming 
gl(x,7) - C(7)e 




(P1m2-72)C + iP3m7D = 0 , 
i33m7C 4- (m2-0272)D = 0 . 
The characteristic equation is 
2 
*    + (  fl    ) 7 mZ + ^ 7* - 0 .    (14) Pl Pl 
Using (7) 
10 
A   .   04    .22,1    ^   m n m   +^—   7 tn   + -K- y    -o, 
(/0^ m)4   + 0A72   C/&7 ra)2  +  05"^   -  0   . 
Comparing with   (6)  we  observe   that 
»2 -^-J=JFH^>7*   •   -A --2- 
-tn, |7|x -nt, |7|x ■.     8l(x,7)   - C^e     L + C2(7)e     z 
m. |7|x m7 |7 |x 
+ C3(7)e + CA(7)e   z 
-m, |7|x -OL,|7|X 
g2(x,7)   ■= D1(7)e     i + D2(7)e     L 
m, |7|x OL, |7|x 
4- D3(7)e + DA(7)e  l 
In  order  to satisfy   the  conditions 
u(x,y)   — °»   v(x,y)   ~ 0    as    x  — »  , 
it   is   required  that, 




Therefore the expressions for g,, g?  are reduced t< 
11 
-on, |7|x -nu|7|x 
gx(x,7)   - C^e + C2(7)e 
-m   |7|x -nu 
g2(x,7)   - D^e     L + D2(7)e     l 
n\x 
(18) 
Using   the   first   equilibrium  equation   (la) 
•m, |7 !x 
01(C1ra^72e     l .   r     2,2  "
m2|7l\ 4-  C~m^7  e ) 
72(Cie 
•m, |7 Ix -m0 |7|x 1 + C2e     l ) 
-m, |7|x 
+ 03i7(-Dimil7|e     l -D2m2|7|e 
■m2|7|x 
)   -  0  , 
we get 
Since 
_ JTL t fA-\ c 
7      *   C   ^   >   C] 
. in i /ii^i) c 
1
 ypj      2/37 
gx(x,7) Cx(7)e     L 5  + C2(7)e     2 5 




po ■ - A- ( ^n ~ ) 
(20) 
9
    "
03vyF7      si 
.      e,s2    yeT 
Examining the roots of the characteristic equation (6) 
81 " wl + lw2 cv/(-3A-^^2  , 
s2 - w3 + iwA -y (-0^,-0^2  , 
it can be shown that  s,  and  s?  are either real or 
complex conjugates. 
Mat'l type I 
wl 
81 = wl  *  w2 e        •"•  ml 
w 
S2 " w3  »  WA = °       •'•  m2 y^  ' 
Mat'l type II : 
w,   iw? 
s, - w, + iw~ •  m, »—= + —^ , 11
     
2
• •   
l
 JF; ye; 
w,   iw2 
= 2 " "1 " 1-2 "2 -J^ - j^ 
In this study we will assume that the material 
is of type I.  The results for type II materials may 
be obtained with slight modification in the analysis. 
13 
81 ■ wl > ° ' 
82 " W3 > 0 . 
Define 
"ii -J=   • 6i2 -Jr5 • <21> 
In eqn (12) rearranging and renaming the unknown 
functions and using the identities 
e  = sinhx + coshx, e   = coshx - sinhx, 
we can change the exponential expressions into hyper- 
bolic functions. 
Defining the new unknown functions; 
Kl = <ArA2}  '  K2 " <Al+A2> » 
(22) 
K3 - (A3-A4)  ,  K4 = (A3+AA) , 
finally, the displacement expressions take the form: 
2  f °° 
u(x»y) B~ J   [K1(a)sinh(w1ay)+K2(a)cosh(w1ay) 
+K- (a)sinh(w3ay)+K, (a)cosh(w.,ay) ]sinaxda 
+ ^ j     (C^e ll -K:2(7)e  1Z   )e17yd7, 







C2(7) 7  C } e d7 (23a,b) 
K^a), K2(a), K3(a), KA(a), (^(7), C2(7)  are the 
unknown functions to be determined from the boundary 
conditions. 
2.4  Boundary Conditions 
Txy(0,y)   -  0 0 <  y <  h (24a) 
o   (x,0)   =   P6(x-t) 0 £ x <  » (24b) 
o   (x,h)   - RO(x-d) 0 £ x < - (24c) 
Txy(x,0)   - Qo(x-t) 0 £ x <  - (24d) 
Txy(x,h)   - q6(x-d) 0 £ x <  • (24e) 
ox(0,y)   - -p(y) a  <  y < b (24f) 
u(0,y)   - 0 0 < y < a, b < y < h  . 
(24g) 
Using the first five homogeneous conditions 
(24a-e) we can eliminate five of the unknowns but to 
solve the sixth unknown we have a mixed boundary 
condition at  x «= 0, (24f,g), consequently we obtain a 
pair of dual integral equations. 
15 
If we  define  an auxiliary  function  such  that 
f£  (0,y)   ■= *(y)   , (24h) 
we  can  reduce   the  problem to a  singular   Integral 
equation. 
2.5     Stress-strain,   stress-displacement  relations 
E E     v 
°x   
=
  (l-vX   v     )   ex  +  (1-v ^v     )   €y   • v
       xy yx' v       xy  yx'     J 
1-v     v 
v
       E '     x x yx     y 
« |H + v      |X    . (25a) dx yx  dy N 
E     v E 
°y   "  (1-v *v     )   €x  +  (l-vY  v     )     €y   ' 7
        
v
       xy yx' v       xy  yx *      J 
( rr^-d)   o     «=   v      e     +   € (25b) v
       E '     y xy x y v       ' 
m du + dv 
xy  c5x       c5y 
T        - G     7        - C     (|H + |2)   , 
xy xy xy xyvdy       dx'   ' 
1     _       „ du   ,   dv /„  v 
C— Txy      3y + 33T     • <25c> 
The displacement  derivatives  and  then  the  stress 
expressions   for plane stress  case are  obtained   in 
Appendix   II. 
16 
2ff( |2-2i)   ox   * <* f    [^(c^slnh^ay) 
1-V       V 
""  T2L) . - 4   / 
0 
+ X, K- (a)cosh(w,ay)+>2K3(a)s inh(w^ay) 
+  X?K/(a)cosh(w^ay)]acosaxda 
-j      [^3C1(7)|7|e     iX 
+  XAC2(7)|7|e     iZ ]eiyyd7   , (26) 
where 
(27) 
\'l+ Vyxwl     '     *3   " 011 + Vyx     ■ 
*2   "  X + Vyxw3     »     \   " *12 + 0lOVyx   ' 
2«rC EJLJ2L)   °y  "4/      [X5K1(a)slnh(w1ay) 
+ ^5^2(a) cosh (w,ay)+VK-(a)s inh(w^ay) 
r» -enl7|x 
+ X6K^(a)cosh(w3ay) ]acosaxda -   '     [^7C,(7)|7|e 
^ -co 
+ X8C2(7)|7|e     " ]eiryd7  , (28) 
where 
X5   " vxy + *7W1     •     X7  - vx/ll + &9     • 
(29) 
\  " vxy + *8W3     •     *8  " V" + 01O ' 
17 
2TT(^)T       -A   '     [X9K1(a)cosh(w1ay)+>9K2(a)slnh(w1ay) 
xy       y ^0 
+  >>10K3(a)cosh(w3ay)+X10K^(a)8lnh(w3ay) ]asinaxda 
P oo -0     \y |x 
+  1   /     l^nC1(7)7e 
- 00 
-0. - 17 |x      .., 
+  >12C2(7)7e     iZ ]e1Tyd7   , (30) 
where 
*10 " w3  "  08     '     *12   " 1 ■  01O512' 
(31) 
2.6     The  boundary  conditions   (24)  will  be  applied  as 
follows: 
B.C.   1 Txy(0'y)   " °  ' 
*11C1(7)7 + X12C2(7)7  " ° 
•"•  
ci(7) " - y^ M7> • <32> 
The unknown functions can be expressed in terms of 
the auxiliary function 
|^(0,y) = F0(y-yo) , 
roo 
cv [C1(7)+C2(7)]i7el7>rd7  - P6(y-y0)     . 
- 00 
Taking the inverse transforms 
18 





i [- J±L +  l]   C~(7)7  - Fe         °     , All                Z 
i   -i7y0 C2a)   - ^13 ^ Pe (33) 
i   "iyy0 Cl(7)   " X1A 7 Fe (3A) 
\z ' *11               ,       _      *12*13 (35) Xl2-Xn      »         1A                   XU      ' 
We substitute C..(7)  and C«(7)  Into the stress 
expressions (26), (28), (30) and perform the infinite 
integrals using the Appendix DC. 
Stresses in terms of the auxiliary function with 
the symmetry conditions (2Aa,g)  satisfied: 
2«r( EiLJ2i)°  -4 f   [X1K1(a)sinh(w1ay) 
x ^ 0 
+ X. K~ (a) cosh(w,, ay)+X2K3 (°-) s *-nn (w3<iy) 
+ X-^A (a)cosh(w.»ay) ]acosaxda 
(y-y0) (y-yQ)       i 
19 
where 
X15   "  Vl4     '     X16  " Vl3   * (37) 
2tr(   "V  yX)ov   -4    f 7>SK1(a)8lnh(w ay) c y j Q       J   x i. 
+ >vcK2(a)cosh(w1ay)+^6K3(a)3lnh(w3ay) 
+ X,K, (a)cosh(w2ay)acosaxda 
(y-y0) (y-y0) 
where 
X17 = X7X14  '  X18 - X8X13  '      ^39) 




X19 ' X11X14  '  X20 " X12X13 •       (41) 
ay(x,0) - P6(x-t) , 
20 
p   00 
4




^   "
X17     -2     2.2   -   >18     2     2.2   ]   r Pllx   ^o 012X  +yo 
- 2IT   ( *X-Ei)   PC(x-t)   . 
y 
Taking the inverse , 
4[X5K2(a)+X6K4(a)]a 
" ^o"1   "17  B*  IW  +   "18  62  X* ]  FC°8a*dX 0 llx +yo 12x  ^o 
1- V       V p oo 
+ 4( py yx)   /        P6(x-t)cosaxdx   , 
y J0 
and  performing  the   integrals   (Appendix   DC)  we  obtain 
n K   r  VIA *  r  M        f *17      'a7^H + X18    /ayo/012,  - LX5 2(a)+X6K4(a)]a   =1^^- e ^TI ] 
1- v    v 
+  ( |y 3™)   Pcosat   . (42) 
y 
B.C.   4 
fxy(x,0)   - Q(x-t)   , 
p   00 
4J      Lx9K1(a)+X10K3(a)]asinaxda 
&11X ^12* 




Taking   the   inverse, 
4[X9K1(a)+>10K3(a) ja 
ff    J t
xl9 ~2~T—I + *20 "2—2—I ]Fsinaxd* 
0
     
011X +yo      912x ^o 
+ U   (TT^-) '   Q6(x-t)sinaxdx , 
G
xy J0 
and after the integrals are performed 
xy 








+ (^)Qs inat   . (43) 
U1F 
oy(x,h)   - R6(x-d)   , 
n   CO 
4  /       [X5K1(a)sinh(w1ah)   + ^K^cOcoshCwjah) 
+ X6IU(a)sinh(w3ah)+X6K, (a)cosh(w3ah) ]acosaxda 
(h-y0) (h-y0) 
1-V        V 
=  2tr   ( |^-21)R6(x-d)   . 
y 
After  taking  the   inverse  and  performing  the 
integrals   the  result   is 
22 
[ X5K, (a)sinh (v^ah) +>5K2 (a)cosh(wjah) 
+ X6K-(a)sinh(w3ah)+>>6K^(a)cosh(w3ah) ]a 
a
 -(h-yj   ,    -«TT(h-yft) 
B.C.5 
+ (   p yx )  Rcosad . (44) 
y 
Txy(x,h) - q6(x-d) , 
roo 
[ ^9^(a)cosh(w^h) +X9K2(a)sinh(wjah) 
+ X.0K3(a)cosh(w-ah)+X,0Ky(a)sinh(w2ah)]asinaxda 
= 2v   (^) qC(x-d) . 
xy 
Again the inverse is taken and the integrals are 
performed giving 
[X9K1(a)cosh(w1ah)+X9K2(a)sinh(w1ah) 
+ *10K3(a)cosh(w3ah)+X K,(a)sinh(w-ah)]a 
23 
a
-(h-yJ  ,   -^-(h-yj 
+ (^-)qslnad . (45) 
xy 
So, we have four equations to solve the four 
unknown functions  K. (a) , K~ (a) , K~(a), K, (a). 
[Eqns. 42, 43, 44, 45]. 
The equations are listed below: 
X5K2(a) + *6KA(a) - A  , 
X^Ca) + X^lC^a) = B  , 
X5sinh(w1ah)K1(a) + X5cosh(w1ah)K2(a)     (46) 
(a,b,c,d) 
+ Xg8inh(w3ah)IC,(a) + X,cosh(w.,ah)K, (a) ■ C , 
XoC08h(w,ah)K, (a) + XgSinh(w,ah)K2(a) 
+ X.0co8h(w3ah)K-(a)+X10sinh(w3ah)K, (a) - D , 
where: 
a a 
A « I [ X^e  "   + X22e  12   ] F 
+
 h <1"VEyVyx> Pcosat . 
y 
24 
1 "577 y° "^77 y° 1   i 
»-jlV + W ) F + I(   »   )Qslnat. 
*y 
C   --  i^e     U +  X22e ]   F 
+ I  (  "  gy yx)Rcosad  , (4 7) 
a y (a.b.c.d) 
D
  * h X23e +  A24e 1   F 
+ £<J^-)qsinad   . 
xy 
and 
v       -    X17       .        _     A18       .        _     *19       ,        _    *20 A21       2PX1   '     22      1^ *   A23      "2F^ '     24      25^2   * 
(48) 
Solving  the above  equations,   we  get 
^(a)   - f1(a)A + f2(a)B +  f3(a)C + fA(a)D  .   (49) 
Substitution of A, B, C, D gives 
a a 
" F77 yo      _ £77 y0 
aK1(a) -[ f5(a)e Ll        + ffi(a)e  1Z 
'^T(h"yo) -^(h-yo> 
+ f?(a)e ll + f8(a)e  12     ] P 




Ma)   « f,,(a)A +  f1A(a)B +  f,«.(a)C +  f1A(a)D,      (51) 13 14 15 16' 
or 






312  'o 
+  f19(a)e '11 
■(h-yj -^-yo) 
+ f2Q(a)e     12 ]  F 
1-v     v 
+  (—-^-21)[f21(a)P4-f22(a)R]+(^)[f23(a)Q+f2A(a)q], 
(52) 
^(a)   = f25(a)A + f26B +  f2?C + f^D   , (53) 
or 
aK^a)   -[ f29(a)e 
+ f31(a)e     n + 
Pll  y°.   f     rflW'012  y° 
f32(a)e 
" BTT<h-y0> ]  F 
l-v„_ v. 
+   (—|^-^)[f33(a)P4-f34(a)R] + (el-)[f35(a)Q+f36(a)q]. 
(54) 





yo " £77 yo 
aKA(a)   -   [   fA1(a)e      li +  f^2(a)e     l£ 
-ST7<h-yo> -077(h-yo> 
+  f43(a)e     1X +  f4A(a)e     1Z ]  P 
+   (^aLJa)[f45(a)W-f46(a)R] + (ci-)lf47(a)Qff48(a)q]. 
. y *y (56) 
f^g)      ,      (i-1,48)     are  defined   in Appendix   III. 
2.7     Singular   Integral  Equation 
The  singular  integral  equation will  be  obtained 
using  the boundary condition  on  the  crack surface. 
ox(0,y)   ■= -p(y)   ,   (24f) 
From Eqn   (36) 
2ir(       P  yX)o   (0,y)   =  Urn  U  f °°[ X.K, (g)sinh(wiay) 





yo) (y-yo> ,     1 +   2   [   X15        2        2 y   +    X _    -2—5-2 y]   F        . 
(57) 
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/    ^(y0)dy0 • <58) 
If we have a crack along a < y < b  the disloca- 
tion function  F must be replaced by an Integral 
b 
a 
Then we observe that the integrals are uniformly 
convergent and give bounded kernels so we can put the 
limit x -* 0 under the integration signs. 
Also changing the order of integrations we get, 
a a 
ob  .   r oo ~Pny° " 319 yo /  y±- /    E (a,y)e ll       +  E (a,y)e  1Z Ja  A25 J0 L Z 
+ E3(a,y)e  U      +E4(a,y)e  12       da*(y0)dy< 
r b <Kyrt)dyr,  i- v v i- v v +
 I     T^T + (  F YX)Gi(y)P + (  gY yX)G2(y)R 
+ (UL-)G3(y)Q + (^-)G4(y)q - - ^L-(1"VgyV)p(y)t 
xy J        xy **        ZA25    x 
where, 
X25 " -< 152 U) ' <59> 
Finally the singular integral equation to deter- 
mine  F(y)  can be put into the form. 
28 
/b ty^y + K(y,y0)]*(y0)dy0 + (.^gua^Cy)? J
 a  yo y y 
+ (_l!|2LJ2L)G 2(y)R + (J^)G3(y)Q + (j4-.)G4<y)q 
y xy xy 
- - TT—  ( "V^My) . (60) 2
*25     x 
where the Fredholm Kernel, K(y,yQ)  is defined as: 
. _2_ v --2- v 









+ E3(a,y)e  iL      + EA(a,y)e  iZ     ] da, 
(61) 
where  E.(a,y), G.(y),    i = 1,4  are defined below, 
and in Appendix V they will be expressed in terms of 
the exponential functions. 
E.(a,y) "  X^fc(a)sinh(w,ay) + X,f,y(a)cosh(w.ay) 
+ *2f29(a)slnh(w3ay) + ^2f4i(a)cosh(w3ay)  » 
E2(a,y) = X1f6(a)sinh(w1ay) + X1flg(a)cosh(w1ay) 
+ *2f3C)(a)sinh(w3ay)   +  X2f42^a^cosh^w3ay^   • 
E3(a,y)   - ^fj^CaJsinhCwjay)  + Xj^f 19(a)cosh(w1ay) 
+ X2f31(a)sinh(w3ay) + X2f^3(a)cosh(w3ay)   , 
29 
EA(a,y)   -  X1f8(a)slnh(«1ay)   + X1f20(a)cosh(w1fiy) 
+  >2f32(a)sinh(w3ay)   +  >2f44(a)cosh(v»3ay). 
(62a,b,c,d) 
j_ r c,(y) 
25    ° 0 
g1(a,y)da   , 
g1(a,y)   -  >1f9(a)slnh(w1ay)   +  >1f21(a)cosh(w1ay) 
+  >^2f33(a)sinh(w3ay)   +  >*2f, «- (a)cosh(w3ay)   , 
G?(y)   - ->r-    /       g?(a,y)da   , i. A25      J Q Z 
g2(a»y) = x1f10(a)slnh(wiay) + x1f22^a^cosh^wiay^ 
+  X2f34(a)sinh(w3ay)   +  X2f46(a)cosh(w3ay)   , 
Go(a)   " rr~    j       go(a,y)da   , 
J A25    J 0      J 
g3(a,y)   = X1f11(a)stnh(w1ay)   + X1f23(a)cosh(w]Lay) 
+ ^2^35(a)sinh(w3ay)  +  ^O^Ay(a)cosh(w3ay)   , 
G4(a)   - U-    /       g4(a,y)da  , 
<♦ A25    J 0 
g4<a»y)   ■ >^1f12(a)sinh(w1ay)  + X1f24(a)cosh(«1ay) 
+  X2f36(a)slnh(w3ay)  + X2f48(a)cosh(w3ay)   . 
(63a,b,c,d) 
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2.8  Evaluation of the Infinite Integrals In the 
Fredholm Kernel. 
Por the case of an internal crack (i.e.  a > 0, 
b < h)  the integrand of Fredholm kernel, K(y,y ) 
vanishes as  a — «  and is bounded for all values of 
a except when  a ■ 0. 
Looking at the asymptotic behavior of the inte- 
grand  1(a)  of K(y,yQ)  it can be shown that around 
a ■ 0 
1(a) - £ + 0(1) , (64) 
where  C  is a constant.  In order to obtain a solu- 
tion the singularity due to  1/a must be removable. 
Consider the integral 
b 
0 
-fa  *(y0)dy0 [/Q I(y,y0,a)da 
+
 J    I(y»y0»a>da l » (65) 
where E     is small.  For 0 < a < £  the asymptotic 
behavior of  I(y,y0,a)  can be used: 





K(y,y0)*(y0)dy0 - f   Hy0)4y0[f   § da + f   0(l)da o    'ok jQ a „ Q 
/■>   00 
a)da ] 
Now,   using  the  single  valuedness   condition   for 
rb 
the  displacement,      /     ^(yo)dy     " <-)»   tne unbounded 
a 
integral drops out. 
For the case of an edge crack (i.e., a - 0 or 
b = h)  the integrand of Fredholm Kernel, K(y,y ) 
is no longer bounded as  a -♦ °°.  Therefore the 
singular part of the kernel must be separated and 
evaluated in closed form. 
We can write the kernel  K(y,y )  in two parts, 
K(y,yo) «= Ks(y,yo) + ^(y.y^ ,       (66) 
where  K   is the singular part and  K.  is the 
bounded part of K. 
As described in Appendix VI, the generalized 
Cauchy kernels, K (y,y )  are separated from the 
s o 
Fredholm kernel: 
VW = K8o(y»y0> + W^ • ° ^ y> y01 h» <67> 
where 
32 
X1D24 X2D30 Kso<>^0>   ■ J^ {lfr wl34y>n + w3yV>u 1 
X1D24 X2D3*0 
+
  D^T-[ wiy4-yo/312  + w3y+yo/012)   )   » (68) 
X1D24 Ksh<W- -^ {u^i w1(h-y)+(h-y0>/e11 
X2D30 X1D24 
+
 v3(h-y)+(h-yo)/011J+ T5»jl Wl(h-y)+(h-yo)/^2 
(69) 
X2D30 ■fw3(h-y)4-(h-yo)/&12  1; 
where  K   is singular as  y,y -♦0 and  K .  is 
so 




/ ly^- + K(y.y0)l *(y0>dy0 a J   J o 
+ / [K(y-yo)-K8(y-yo)]^(yo)dyo .  (70) 
[K(y»yo)-Kg(y,yo)]  is bounded for the interval 
0
 £ y» yQ ^ h» hence it will be treated as a Predholm 
kernel but  Ks(y,yQ)  will have a singular contribution 
33 
to the Cauchy kernel —-— , with a singularity power 
y~yQ 
different than •*. 
2.9  Evaluation of the load terms Gi (aty),  i - 1,4 
Again, for the case of an internal crack (i.e., 
a > 0, b < h)  the integrands  gi(cx,y)  of G.(y); 
(i ■ 1,4)  vanish as  a -♦ °° and are bounded for all 
values of a  except for a ■ 0 . 
Further asymptotic analysis show that as  a -♦ 0 
the integrands  g-i(a,y)  and gA(a,y)  corresponding 
to the shear load terms at  y ■ 0  and  y - h 
respectively, do not have diverging behavior but 
g, (a,y), g2(ci,y)  both diverge so evaluation of 
these integrals needs special care. 
After some long and tedious asymptotic analysis 
(Appendix VII) it can be shown that for small values 
of a, g,  and g~  may be expressed as 
C,(y) 2 
g1(a,y) - -^— +  C2(y) + 0(o/),    (71) 
a 
c,(y) 2 
g2(a,y) ^ C2(y) + 0(0^),  (72) 
,  a 
where C,  and C~    are independent of a.  Consider 
the sum, 
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foo p   00 
„1V//. . ~2W,..  . J  gl(a,y)da + Rj  g2(a,y)da 
0 
* r - P[J  g1(a,y)da + '  g1(a,y)dal 
+ R[ f   g9(a,y)da + f g9(a,y)da] . (73) 
J
 0 L J £ *■ 
Since the integrals evaluated in the range 
£ £ a < oo are uniformly convergent, they won't cause 
any trouble.  Substituting the asymptotic behavior of 
the integrands in the range. 0 £ a £ £  we get: 
G1(y)P + G2(y)R - P j  g1(a,y)da + R^  g2(a,y)da 
f£  C.(y) 2 
+ P /   [^4— + C?(y) + O(o/)]da J
 0   a      L 
rE     My) 2 
- R '   [~S— + c?(y) + 0(aZ)]da . 
(74) 
It is seen that the last two integrals when 
considered separately, are divergent but for  P - R, 
which is the equilibrium condition  the coefficient 
of the divergent integral will be zero. 
The above analysis has been done for the case of 
concentrated normal loads  P and  R.  The same 
35 
argument can be extended to a more general type of 
loading, replacing: 
p oo r> oo 
P s    p(x)dx  ,  R ■ '   r(x)dx , 
J
 0 J 0 
where the equilibrium condition: 
p oo r» oo 
/   p(x)dx - /   r(x)dx , 
J
 0 J 0 
must be satisfied. 
For an edge crack at the bottom surface of the 
strip (i.e., a = 0)  the integrands  gi(a,y)  and 
go(a,y)  won't be bounded as  a -* °° if at the same 
time  t -♦ 0.  Similarly for an edge crack correspond- 
ing to b ■> 0  the integrands  g2(cify)  and  g*(a,y) 
will be divergent as  a -» oo and  d -» 0. 
Separating those diverging terms and integrating 
in closed form, we get: 
Gi(y) B*b /"8i(a'y)da 25 ^ 0 
' *25 /0"[8l(a'y)'81" (a'y)lda + ^ Gla,(y)* 
(75) 
where  [g1(a,y)-gloo(a, y) ]  is bounded for the interval 
0 < a < » , and 
36 
Gla,<y) -/^Bx.da . (76) 
Gla>(y)  and similarly G2Jy),   G^Jy),   G^Jy) 
are calculated and given in Appendix VII. 
2.10 Normalization of the Singular Integral Equation.  I 
s t The singular integral equation is of the 1  kind 
[    [-±— + K(y,yo)]<Ky )dy  = g(y), a £ y £ b.  (77) 
° a  'o ' 
The generalized Cauchy.type kernels are included 
in K(y,y )  and g(y)  represents all the loading 
terms. 
Changing the variables: 
y « (^)s + ££) ;a<y<b,-l<s<+l, 
(78) 
y0 « (^>r + ^ J a < yQ < b, -1 < r < +1 , 
the normalized Singular Integral Equation takes the 
form 
J       i?s + K°(s,r)]*(r)dr - g(s) , -1^8^+1, (79) 
where 
K°(s,r) - (^£)K(s,r) . (80) 
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3.  SOLUTION OF THE SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATION 
3. 1 Case of an Internal Crack 
f+l 
The solution of the singular integral equation 
1-pTj + k0(s,r);«(r)dr - g(s),  - 1 £ s £ +1   (81) 
° -1 
subject to the single-valuedness condition 
f+l 
*(r)dr - 0 , (82) 
J
-l 
is given in [.17].  The method is shortly summarized 
in Appendix VIII. 
Since  <Kr)  has a power singularity 1/2 at the 
end points, the solution will be sought in the form: 
*(r) - P&z , (83) 
where  i(r)  is Holder continuous in the interval 
-1 £ r _£ 1  and the index of the singular integral 
equation is  +1. 
Following the procedure described in [17] we 
get 
n-1 
£ k*(sk,r1)^(r1) +£ k*(sk,ri)*(r1) 
i-2 
+
 7k*<Vrn>«rn>   -^^-k)- 







\ Hrx)  + £ HrJ  + \  #(rn) - 0 ,       (85) 
where 
k*(s,r) - 77? + k°(s,r) , (86) 
r. ■ cos i-1 (jTTT),  1-1 n (87) 
8.  ■ COS 2k-1 (g^O,  k-1 n-1 .        (88) 
From (84) and (85)  n unknowns  f(rj), i"l,...,n 
can be solved. 
3.2 Case of an Edge Crack 
For the case of an edge crack the singular 
Integral equation (81) will be the same but the 
single-valuedness condition (82) for the displace- 
ment won't be valid anymore.  At the end corres- 
ponding to the imbedded crack tip the solution sought 
for #(r) will have a  1/2  power singularity whereas 
at the other end ther won't be any singularity. 
Considering an edge crack at the bottom surface 
of the strip  (aO), 4>(r)    will be singular only 
for r - 1  therefore in (83), (1+r)"1/2  is 
included in V(r)  and the extra condition that 
must be satisfied is 
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*(-D " *(rn) - 0 . (89) 
Given this condition the number of unknowns is 
reduced to n-1  and using equations (84) , f(r.), 
i - l,...,n-l  can easily be solved. 
3.3  The Stress Intensity Factors 
For an internal crack where  0 < a < b < h 
the stress intensity factors are defined as follows: 




k(b) « limy2(y-b) o (o,y) . 
y-b        * 
Using the above definitions and as described 
in [ 13]  we obtain: 
2X E 
k(a) " /i.v5 v  \  11m y2(y-a) *(y) , 
v
  xy yx'  y-*a 
2\    E 
v
  xy yx' 
?X  E 
k(b) - - n_l5  *  v ltm y2(b-y) *(y) , v
  xy yx' y-*b 
2X E 
" - a-v5 v  ) »a> >/(b-a)/2  .     (91b) v
  xy yx 
For the case of an edge crack  (a-0)  the stress 
intensity factor becomes 
40 
k(b) - - n_2v5 *    K    HD A .       (92) v
  xy yx' 
3.4   Crack Opening Displacement for an Edge Crack 
As described in section 2.11, *(r)  will be 
evaluated at certain collocation points, r,, i"l n 
given by (87) which also include the end points  r ■ +1. 
Then from (83), (78) and (24h) we can determine the 
displacement derivative normal to the crack surface, 
Tp" (°»y)> which when integrated along the crack 
length, gives half of the crack opening displacement, 
COD. 
In [18] by use of the properties of Chebyshev 
polynomials it is obtained that 
1 n~1 f      *(r)dr =-~rt-? *<ri> +X *(ri} +7 '^n*1    (93) W-1
i-2 
From (93) which is also obtained in [17] and using 
(78) the crack opening displacement for an edge 
crack  (a-0)  will be given by 
£ COD -J      <*>(y)dy " £ f  *(r)dr , 
n-1 




3. 5   Stress Distribution for the Uncracked Strip 
The stress expressions for the strip,loaded as 
shown in Figure l,are given by the equations (36), 
(38), and (40) where the unknown functions K.(a), 
i " 1,4  are later determined and described in the 
equations (50), (52), (54), (56).  Ignoring the 
crack,that is,substituting F - 0  in those equations 
one can obtain the stress distribution in the strip. 
The stress profile that is of more interest is 
°v(°>y)  which can easily be recovered from (60) 
by letting  ^(yQ) " 0«  Also including the arbitrary 
stress distribution in the strip given by  p(y)  we 
get: 
E 
(7XI-)ox(o,y) - (Ei)tG1(y)P + G2(y)R] 
^•^ y 
i    E 
+
 (ir^i-v xv   HG3(y>Q + c4(y)q] xy    xy yx 
+
 
(7T—>P<y) • (95) ZA25 
In (95)  P » R is required for equilibrium and 
G1(y),   i - 1,4 are defined in equations (63) and 
Appendix V. 
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4.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The singular integral equation (60) was solved 
numerically by first normalizing the Interval  (a,b) 
to (-1,1)  and then using the procedure outlined in 
Appendix VIII.  For the internal crack problem no 
difficulty of convergence was encountered but for 
the edge crack case, especially for large crack 
lengths more collocation points had to be used to 
improve the accuracy. 
Table 1 shows the different elastic material 
constants used throughout the analysis.  The materials 
selected are all orthotropic except Material III 
which is isotropic.  I, II, IV and V are boron-epoxy 
composities whereas VI is a glass-fiber composite 
(20X volume fraction).  Material II is the same 
material as I, except that the orthotropy is rotated 
90*.  Most of the results are given for Material I 
(Tables 2-4, 9, 10, Figure 4) and III (Tables 5, 6, 
11, 12).  Then comparisons are made for different 
materials in (Tables 5, 6, Figure 3). 
Although the computations are done for general- 
ized plane stress only, the results for plane strain 
case can be obtained by redefining the elastic 
material constants.  Figure 2 shows the various 
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loadings considered for Che cracked scrip in Figure 1. 
These are  a) Simple tension,  b) Pure bending, 
c) Three-poinC bending,  d) Shear loading.  Table 2 
gives Che sCress intensity facCors for differenC 
lengths and location of internal cracks.  For each 
loading Che stress intensity facCors are normalized 
wich respecC Co an appropriaCe (stress) J~l    term. 
For simple tension this stress is Che uniform sCress 
applied at infinity.  For pure bending and Chree-poinC 
bending ic is Che surface sCress given by beam cheory. 
For shear loading Che normalization sCress is Che 
limicing surface sCress as Che loads are moved Co 
inflnicy or far enough from Che crack.  The resulcs 
for Che symmetric crack checks with Che ones obcained 
in [14].  1c is observed that che percurbacions 
caused by Che loads in Chree-poinC bending affecC 
Che sCress intensity factors when compared Co pure 
bending which is recovered by moving Che loads away 
from Che crack.  In simple beam Cheory ic is assumed 
that the stress distribution along the seccion of 
Che beam is linear.  NoC only loads but also Che 
orChotropy of che macerial is effeccive on Che stress 
profile.  This can be seen in Figure 3, where the 
stress distribution is an uncracked scrip under 
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three-point bending is displayed for three different 
materials.  Simple beam solution is also included 
for comparison.  At the top surface of the beam the 
material close to the load is highly compressed so 
the stress is very high.  Actually elastic solution 
gives infinite stresses right under the load assuming 
that no yielding occurs.  At the bottom surface the 
loads are far so their perturbation is not too much. 
Isotropic case is close to beam solution whereas 
\ 
for Materials I and II the stresses are higher.  It 
is also observed that a 90* rotation in orthotropy 
changes the stress distribution. 
The case of an edge crack is a more important 
problem than the internal crack due to the fact that, 
for laboratory purposes, an edge-cracked specimen is 
more practical to use.  Realizing this more emphasis 
is given to edge crack case.  The Green's functions 
for the stress intensity factors and the crack 
opening displacements for different edge crack 
lengths (b - 0.1,0.2 0.8) are calculated for 
the orthotropic Material I (*Tables 9-10) and iso- 
tropic Material III.  (*Tables 11-12).  This is done 
by substituting P - 0, R - 0, Q - 0, q - 0 in 
equation (60) and assuming that 
*See the footnote on page vii. 
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/I     for    y  - yt 
P(y)   " ox(o,y)   - |Q    for    y  m J-]L t.lil+l n 
(96) 
where  (—r- 1)  are the appropriate collocation 
points in  (-1,1) used in the solution of the singu- 
lar integral equation.  The stress Intensity factors 
and crack opening displacements are obtained as func- 
tions of x.  in the following form 
k(b,y.) - GB(y.),  i-l,...,n 
11 (97) 
COD(y±)   - CODlCy^, i-l,...,n . 
These results can be used to solve the edge crack 
problem under an arbitrary crack surface pressure 
given by 
ox(o,y) - f(y),  0 < y < b . (98) 
The stress intensity factor and crack opening dis- 
placement are calculated from 
n 




COD - £ CODl(y1)f(y1)v. (100) 
i-1 
Also in Tables 9-12 stress intensity factors and crack 
opening displacements due to concentrated forces 
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applied at  y.,  on Che crack surface are given.  These 
results are obtained from the Green's function solu- 
tions which actually represent a loading,where the 
•Cress level is specified as unity at one collocation 
point y.  and zero at the others.  If we assume a 
linear drop in load from unity to zero, we get a 
triangular stress distribution, of base  (yi+i"vt_i^ 
and of height  1, so the equivalent force is the area 
of the triangle, (yi+i-yj.])/2'  Therefore the stress 
intensity factors and the crack opening displacements 
due to a unity force at y., can be calculated from: 
GBCONCCy.) -GB(yi)(   2 ) (101) 1
       * 
yi+l yi-l 
In Tables 3-6,the stress intensity factors and 
the crack opening displacements for an edge crack of 
lengths, b - h - 0.1,...,0.8, are given.  The 
materials are I and III, and the loadings considered 
are shown in Figure 2. 
In Tables 7 and 8,a comparison is made for SIF 
and COD for different materials. The crack lengths 
considered are b/h - 0.001 and 0.5. 
Finally, in Figure 4,SIF and COD results are 
plotted for an edge crack, b/h - 0.5, under shear load. 
The normalizations are made with respect to k (b) 
and COD^ which are the limiting values as we move 
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Table 3: The stress intensity factors for an edge 
crack in a strip under the loading condi- 
tions shown in Fig. 2 , a/h - 0. 






k(b) k(b) k(b) k(b) 
Pc/^ °r/b" 0(/5 °A 
0.001 1.0411 1.0398 1.5934 1.13 78 
0.1 1.1284 0.9910 1.0999 1.1123 
0.2 1.3172 1.0126 0.9794 1.1503 
0.3 1.6069 1.0826 0.9893 1.2484 
0.4 2.0421 1.2110 1.0931 1.4331 
0.5 2. 7199 1.4294 1.3055 1. 7540 
0.6 3.859 1.813 1.693 2.321 
0. 7 6.035 2.561 2.450 3.425 
0.8 11.274 4.371 4.266 6.093 
Table 4:  The crack opening displacements for an 
edge crack in a strip under the loading 
conditions shown in Pig.  2, a/h - 0. 




Tension Bending Bending Shear 
COD/h COD/h COD/h COD/h 
0.001 5.855E-10 3.511E-09 1.079E-08 2.561E-09 
0.1 6.442E-08 3.617E-07 9.221E-07 2.677E-07 
0.2 1.5 79E-07 8.206E-07 1.862E-06 6.134E-07 
0.3 3.125E-07 1.485E-06 3.102E-06 1.120E-06 
0.4 5.893E-07 2.528E-06 4.991E-06 1.932E-06 
0.5 1.124E-06 4.306E-06 8.218E-06 3.363E-06 
0.6 2.263E-06 7.675E-06 1.445E-05 6.183E-06 
0. 7 5.084E-06 1.517E-05 2.864E-05 1.2 74E-05 
0.8 1.425E-05 3. 724E-05 7.14 IE-05 3.293E-05 
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Table 5 The stress intensity factors for an edge 
crack in an isotropic strip under the 
loading conditions shown in Fig.  2 , 





6Pt/h' o8 - 4Q/h and 




k(b) WM Wb) k(b) 
PcA v* 0^ a^S 
0.001 1.1216 1.1202 1.0738 1.1203 
0.1 1.1893 1.04 73 0.9829 1.0825 
0.2 1.3674 1.0554 0.9801 1.1331 
0.3 1.6601 1.1243 1.0426 1.2579 
o.4 2.1119 1.2610 1.1758 1.4734 
0.5 2.8258 1.4980 1.4108 1.8295 
0.6 4.035 1.915 1.826 2.444 
0. 7 6.361 2. 728 2.636 3.636 
0.8 11.988 4.691 4.591 6.514 
Table 6: The crack opening displacements for an edge 
crack in an isotropic strip under the loading 
conditions shown in Fig.   2 , a/h ■ 0. 






















































Table 7: Comparison of the stress intensity factors 
for an edge crack for different materials. 
a    - 6M/h2, o  - 6Pt/h2, o8 - AQ/h 
t/h - 2 
and 
Tension Pure 3-Point Shear 
Material 
Bending Bending 
k(b) k(b) k(b) k(b) 
P(/F V* °cA o/F 
m I 2.7199 1.A29A 1.3055 1. 75A0 
O II 2. 7199 1.A29A 1.351A 1. 7531 
1 III(Iso) 2.8258 1.A980 1.A108 1.8295 
IV 2. 7493 1.AA85 1.3011 1.7761 
V 2.723 7 1.A319 1.3628 1.7553 
.o VI 2.7852 1.A718 1.A112 1.8001 
r-l o I l.OAll 1.0396 1.593A 1.13 78 
o II l.OAll 1.0398 1.3068 1.05A5 
? III(Iso) 1.1216 1.1202 1.0738 1.1203 IV 1.0671 1.065 7 1.3A60 1.1281 
j= V 1.0AA8 1.0A35 1.2390 1.0A96 
P VI 1.09A2 1.0928 1.1078 1.0931 
Table 8:   Comparison of the crack opening displace- 
ments for an edge crack for different 
materials 
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APPENDIX   I 
E E 
61   "   (1-v  *v     )C ' 02   "(1-v     v     )Q— v
       xy  yx'   xy v       xy  yx'   xy 
03   "  l +  "yx3! ' &U   "  (P3-P1^2-1)/02 
05   " B^Bj » 06  "  (0^-A05)1/2 
wx -y(-04+e6)/2 ,      w2 -y(-34-06)/2 
0-jW, 0-w- 
l-02wj °       1"^2W3 
*9   " 
1   (P1W1      {h)~      I(SS _JL) 
a    - - X( P1W3      ^5) «       1   /A R 1   x 310
    ^
(7fT"^      ^( 112"FI2') 
u w 
h " l + 0?Vwi »       x2 - 1 + 08vyxw3 
X3   ■ 011 + Vyx • \  " Hi + Pl0vyx 
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5 xy 7  1 6 xy 8  3 
x7 " Wn + 09 8  "   Vx/l2  + 01O 
X9   " wl  "   07 X10 " w3  '   08 






X12~X11 '       Xll 
X15" X3X14 X16 - Vl3 
\7° X7X14 X18 
m Vl3 














a)  The displacement derivatives 
Using the displacement expressions from eqns (23a,b) 
7*   ~ v   f      [K1(a)sinh(w1ay) + K^cosh^ay) 
+ K~ (a)sinh(w.,ay)   + K, (a)cosh(w3ay) ]acosaxda 
T       p w, -PT1|7|x 
-   C  (7)-|   |7|e     ll ]e17yd7   , 
3y " w   J    [K1(a)wiacosh(w1ay)  + K2(a)w1asinh(w1ay) 
+ ICjCaJw^acoshCw-ay)  + K, (a)w-asinh(w-ay)]sinaxda 
POO -enmx -&12i7ix      17 +
 7F   J       tCx(7)e     ll +  C2(7)e     12 ]i7ei7yd7. 
— 00 
"57 " -  |   J     [37K2(a)sinh(w1ay)+07K1(a)co8h(w1ay) 
+ 3gK^(a)sinh(w3ay)+0gK3(a)cosh(w3ay)]asinaxda 
<       p °° w,        -0,, |7|x 
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fy " f   J    [0 7K2(a^wiacosh(wlay)"H37Ki(a)wiQSlnh(wla>r) 
+ 0gK,(a)w»acosh(w2ay)+3_K-(a)w»asinh(w«ay)]cosaxda 
■&,, |7|* 
+ fe /"iW^   " 
teioc2mMe-B"mV,e%. 
b)     Derivation  of  the  stress  expressions   for plane 
stress: 
1-v     v -. >, /       xy yxN „     = du dv (
—£"-> °x   " 33? +  vyx 3y  ' 
2ir( pLJ21)ox   " A^°°[^1K1(a)sinh(Wlay) 
+ XjK2(a)cosh(w,ay)   + X2K3(a)8in^(w3ay) 
p co -&.,rYix 
+ X2K4(a)cosh(w3ay)]acosaxda - j     [XjC1(7)|7|e      1 
-» CO 
-319     |7    |X .y 
+ ^CjCOnMe     1Z ]ei7yd7   , 
where 
h  " X + 07VyxWl ' X3   " 011 + Vyx 
X2  " l + ^8VW3 ' X4  ■ *12 + P10V 
1» V       V /       xy yxv dv   . du 
*Z y     °y       xy dx » 
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1- V        V 
2ir( jr*-121)^   =A   f    [>5K1(a)8lnh(w1ay)+x5K2(a)cosh(wI^ 
+ X,K2(a)sinh(w2ay)+X^K,(a)cosh(w,ay)]acosaxda 
r * -fin 17 ix -^Jyix .y 
l^yC^^I-Yle     U +>8C2(7)|7|e   ^     ]ex yd7. 
where 
X5   "  Vxy + °7W1 • X7  " vxy0ll + 09 
X6  =  vxy + 08w3 ■ h   "  vxy^l2 + 01O 
I r °° 
2JT<£—)T       -AJ     [^9K1(a)co3h(w1ay)+X9K2(a)sinh(w1ay) 
+ ^10
K3^a^cosh^w3ay)+xioK4^a^slnh^w3ay^laslnaxda 
+  ij      l^nC1(7)7e     X1 +X12C2(7)7e     12 Je17^, 
— oo 
where 
x9 ■ wi " 07 •      hi - 1 - e9pii 
X10" w3  -   08 » X12  " l -  *\&\1 
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APPENDIX   III 
Denom.    - - 2D,- [ 1- cosh(w. ah)cosh(w.,ah) j 
- D,stnh(w1ah)sinh(w»ah)   , 
Denom.   f, (a)   ■ D.sinh (w-,ah)cosh(w,ah) 
- D~sinh(w,ah)cosh(w~ah)   , 
Denom.   f2(a)   = -D^,[ l-cosh(w,ah)cosh(w^ah) ] 
- D,sinh(w1ah)sinh(w^ah)   , 
Denom.   f^(a)   ■ D2sinh(w,ah)   -   D-sinh(w-ah) 
Denom.   fA(a)   m D-[ cosh(w^ah)-cosh(w,ah) ] 
f5(a) = X21f1(a)  +  *23f2(a) 
f6(a) = ^22f1(a)  +  *24f2(a) 
f7(a) - -^21f3(a)  + *23f4(a) 
f8(a) - -7v22f3(a)   + X24f4<a) 
f^(a) B  f1(a)cosat 
f10(a) « f3(a)cosad 
f1]L(a) - f2(a)sinat 
f12(a) ■ f4(a)sincxd 
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Denom.    f,3(a)   - -D2[ l-cosh(w1ah)cosh(w3ah) ] 
- D.sinh(w,ah)8inh(w3ah)   , 
Denom.    f,, (a)   - D^sinh(w3ah)cosh(w1ah) 
- D-sinh(w,ah)cosh(w^ah)   , 
Denom.   f15(a)   = D2[cosh(w3ah)-cosh(w.ah)]   , 
Denom.   f,,(a)   = D.>sinh(w,ah)   -   D,sinh(w3ah)   , 
f17(a) - >v21f13(a)   +  *23f14^ 
f18(a) ■  x22f13(a)   +  *24f14(a) 
f19(a) - "x21f15^a^   + X23f16^ 
f20(a) - ~^22f15(a)   +  Wl6(a)' 
f21(a) -  f13(a)cosat 
^22^a^   =  fi5(a)cos<i^ 
f23(a)   -  f14(a)sinat 
f24(a)   -  f16(a)sinad 
Denom.   f2c(a)   = D,sinh(w.ah)cosh(w.,ah) 
- DgSlnh(w3ah)cosh(w1ah)   , 
Denom.   f26(a)   - -Dg[ l-coshCw^tOcoshCw-ah) ] 
- D10sinh(w1ah)sinh(w3ah)   , 
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Denom.   f27(a)   - DgSlnh(w3ah)   -   DySlnhCv^fth)   , 
Denom.   f28(a)   D D9Ic°sh(w1ah)-cosh(w3ah)]       » 
f29(a) - >21f25(a)  +  >23f26(a) 
f30(a) "  X22f25(a)   +  >2Af26(a) 
f31(a) - -^2if27^a^  + X23f28*a^ 
f32(a) - -X22f27(a)  +  *24f28*a* 
f33(a) -  f25(a)cosat 
f3^(a) -  f27(a)cosad 
f35(a) - f26(a)slnat 
£35(01) « f28(a)sinad 
Denom.   f37(a)   * -Dg[l-cosh(w,ah)cosh(w3ah)] 
- D7sinh(w,ah)sinh(w3ah)       . 
Denom.   f3g(a)   = D.0slnh(w,ah)cosh(w3ah) 
- DgSinh(w3ah)cosh(w,ah)        , 
Denom.   f3g(a)   * Dg[ cosh(w,ah)-cosh(w.,ah) ]       , 
Denom.   f^Q(a)   = DgSinh(w3ah)   -   D,0sinh(w.ah) » 
f41(a)   - *2lf37<a> + X23f38(a)     ' 
f42(a)   " *22f37<a) + X2Af38(a)     » 
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f43^ " 'X21f39^a)  +  X23f40(a* 
f44^) " "x22f39(a)  + *24f40(n) 
f^5(a) -  f37cosat 
f46(a) -  f39cosad 
f47(a) -  f38sinat 
f48(a) "  f40slnad 
The  constants D.,   (1«1,10)   are  defined  in 
Appendix   IV. 
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D 
APPENDIX   IV 
Dl -   X   X
2 Vio D2 ■ Wro 
D3 "   SVlO D4 m X6X9 
D5 - VeVlO D6 m x2%2     .2.2 VlO+V9 
D7 -   X   X
2 
V9 D8 a X5X9X10 
D9 - x5x6xg D10 
n X2X VlO 
11 -^(2D5-D6) D12 - |(2D5+D6) 
13 " 7(D1+D2) D1A m T<D2"D1> 
15 - i( w D16 a 7<D3"D4) 
17 ■ 7<D7+V •       D18 - ^(D8-D7) 
D19  --2<VD10> 
Dn   - X21D13+X23D15 
D23   " -*21D2-X23D3 
D25 " X21D13~X23D15 
D27 " X21D17+X23D19 
'29 X21Dg-X23D9 
D20  " 7<VD10> 
D22   " X21D14+X23D16 
D24   " X21D1A-X23D16 
D26  --X21D2+X23D3 
D28  " X21D18+X23D20 









































APPENDIX  V 
Using   the   following  relations   the   Integrands   of 
the   infinite   integrals   in   the  Fredholca kernel will  be 
expressed   in  exponential   functions: 
ex-e~x 
slnhx   ° —w      , 
coshx   •= —j  
From   (62a,b,c,d)   and Appendices   III,   IV, 
,    rX,       w,a(y-h)" -w,ah (-w,-2w7)ah 
El<a>*>  eDTH|-Tte <D21e *>22e 
-w~ah -w.ay -2w~ah 
+D23e )   + e (D24+D25e 
(-w,-w~)ah X_       w^a(y-h) -w,ah 
^e6 >1 + ~T te (D27e 
(-2w,-w-)ah -w,ah 
+D28e +D29e > 
-w,ay -2w,ah (-w,-w~)ah     •> 
+ e O^o+^l6 +D32e >]" 
where: 
-2w,ah -2w,ah (-2w.-2w-,)ah 
DEN  - D1X  + D12e       J       + D12e       X       + Dne 1       3 
(-w1-w-)ah 
-   2D5e       L     J 
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.    -X.     w.a(y-h) -w.ah (-w.-2w,)ah 
E2<a»y>   -^-T^e <D21C +D22C 
-w_ah -w.ay 
+ D„,e     J     )   + e     L     (D*    + D* e 
'23 
1  7,n* 
*24  T "25' 
-2w-ah 
(-w1-w-)ah X-    w7a(y-h)      .     -w,ah 




(-2w.-w7)ah -w.ah -w,ay 1
     
J + D*9e     i     )  + e     J (D 30 
-2w.ah (-w.-w^)ah 
+ D*,e       i       + D*„e       L     J       )]I   , 
'31' '32' 
1   f     Xlr   wla(y~h^       (~w1-w3)ah E3<a>y>   "BER-  "T^e (D26e + D 24 
-2w.,ah -w.ay -w-,ah -w.ah 
+ D25e )   + e     l     (D23e     J       + D2]e     l 
(-w.-2w.Jah X      w,a(y-h) (-w.-wJah 
+ D22e       l       J       )]  - -^e  3 (D32e       1    ^ 
-2w.ah -w~ay -w.ah 




D2 7e     "       + D28e „}. 
(-w.-w,)ah ,    t     X.     w.a(y-h) v-i-w-,, 




-2w.ah -w.ay -w-ah -w.ah 
)  + e     l     (D* e    3      + D* e     l 23 21" 
+
 
u22 >J - -yie (D32e 
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-2w.oh    -w-jQy * -w.ah 
+ D*0 + D*xe   
l
     ) + e  3  (D29e  X 
-w-ah       (-2w.-w1)ah  , 
+
 
D2>     +D28e >l} • 
Similarly from (63a,b,c,d) and making use of 
Appendices III, IV the integrands of G,(y), G2(y), 
G~(y)  and  G,(y)  are expressed in terms of exponen- 
tial functions: 
. rX.  w.ay    -2w.ah       (-2w,-2w^)ah 
(-w,-w^)ah    -w.ay -2w~ah 




   ) + e l     (Dw + D^e   J 
(-w,-w-)ah    X0 w>jCiy    -2w,ah 
- D2e  
1
    
3
   )] -K^e 3  (D17e  3 
(-2w.-2w~)ah     (-w.-w,)ah 
+
 
D18e - V > 
-w-,ay -2w.ah      (-w.-w..)ah  ^ 
+ e     (D18 + D17e      - Dge     3   )]j. 
cosat , 
. (X.  w.ay     (-2w.-w-)ah      -w.ah 
82(a«y> "T5EK{T^e   ("D2e + D14e 
(-w.-2w~)ah    -w.ay    -w,ah 
+ D13e   
l
       
J
   ) + e l     (-D2e  3 
-w.ah      (-w.-2w,)ah 
+
 
D13e     + DlAe )3 
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0    w-^j (-w.-2w»)ah 
2r
" '-V —18' 
*o    «3ay 
(-2w.-w,)ah 
+ -y{e  J     (~Dae       *       "" + D,Qe 
-w»ah 
w^ay -w.ah 
+ D1?e l     J       )  + e     J     (-D8e 
-w_ah (-2w,-w^)ah 
+ D, ,e     J       + D,„e l     J       )U   .   cosad   , 
'17' '18' 
X.     w.ay 
U^fe"1 83 (a, y)   =T5ENMC (Dl5e 
-2w,ah 







)  + e 
■w,ay 
<"D16 -   D15e 
-2w»ah 
+ D-e 
(-w,-w,)ah X9    w^ay -2w,ah 
13




D20e *   V > 
-w.ay 
+ e (-D20 -   D19e 
2wjah 
(-w,-w,)ah 
+ DQe       X     J       ) ] slnat   , 
•Xi     Wi 
(-w,-2w.,)ah 








D15e -   D16e 
)  + e     *     (D3e 
(-w1-2w3)ah 
) 
xo    w-jciy (-w1-2w_)ah -w-ah 
+ ^He  J     (-D9e       X       3 + D2Qe    3 
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(-2w1-w-)ah    -Voay   -w.ah 
+ D19e   
L
     
i
       ) + e  J  (D9e l 
-w,ah      (-2w,-w«)ah 
-. Dige  
J
  - D2Qe      
J
   )] y. sin ad, 
The constants  D^ (1-1,32)  and  D*  (1-21,32) 
are defined In Appendix IV. 
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APPENDIX VI 
Separation of Generalized Cauchy Kernels from 
the Fredholm Kernel: 
For the case of an edge crack (i.e., a - 0  or 
b = h)  some terms in the integrand of the Predholm 
Kernel  (61,62)  blow up while the others vanish as 
a -» 0°.  These singular terms will be separated and 
evaluated in closed form. 
If a - 0, 
K8o<y»y0> "TT- J   K-TTT*e so   o    A25 J 0   L      11 
^ 
Dll 
+ h ^0 .-30»)e-V»12]d0 . 
Dll 
If b - 0 , 
,      p ™   X, D0,  -w,a(h-y) 
sn   o    A25 J 0       11 
X D3Q -w3a(h-y)  -6^(h-yo>     X D*      ■»*,) 
Dll 
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Making use of the integrals given in Appendix DC 
we get: 
v     ( \   -  1 J 1 '_^24_ .  X2D30   . 
Kso(y.y0)  T^lTJ^w^y^!! + v^y^^l 
.  1 r  X1D2A    ,   X2D30  /I 
„  ,   .      1  j 1      X1D24  
Ksh(y'y0>    " TX^ |^Wi(h.y)+(h-yo)/&11 
9 ^n 1        1 9A 
+






a)     Asymptotic  Analysis   for  the   load   terms     gj(a,y) 
and    g2(o,y)   f°r  small     a   . 
In  the  analysis   the   following  identities  and   the 
asymptotic  expansions   for  small     a    will  be  used: 
sinhaw   - -£(eaW -   e~aw)   , 
coshaw   - -£(eaw + e"aW)   , 
0 1/ 
eaw o  !  + aw + lawL. + iS«I_ + law£_ +  _    § 
e"™ - 1 -  aw + iswi! . Sssgl + lazgi 
sinat -= at -  lagll + l|^i -   ...   , 
ccat -  1  -  iS|i!    +l^-^+...   , 
sinhaw ■= aw + -^_ + Ig^ +  . . .    , 
coshaw  - 1 +  (aw)2 +  (a^       +  ...   , 
Prom eqn.    (63a) 
g1(a,y)   - ^1f9(a)sinh(w1ay)  + X1f21(a)cosh(w1ay) 
+
 
X2f33(a)8lnh(w3Ciy)  + x2f45^a^cosh(w3a^   • 
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Using Appendices   III,   IV and   the  asymptotic 
expansions   given  above,   it   can  be  shown  that   for  small 
values   of    a: 
Ma'y)   " T5elT^^A(ah)(wlay)  + B^h>2 + £  <3h)(viay)3 
+ |  (ah)2(Wlay)2 + C(ah)3(wiay) ] 
+ X2[A*(ah)(w3ciy)  + B*(ah)2 +^  (ah)(w3ay)3 
+ %£■ (ah)2(w3ay)2 + C*(ah)3 (v*3ay) ]  + 0(a6) 
where the constant coefficients are defined as follows: 
A - w^D. - w,D2 , 
B
 " ~T  <?*\"fy   ~   Dlwlw3 • 
D      D        D        D 
C
 " T w3 + T W3W1 " T W3W1 " T wl • 
A* « wiD7 _ w3Ds » 
B* - -£ (w2-Hw2) - D7Wlw3 , 
D7 3   D7   2   D8  2    D8 3 C
* " T wl + T wlw3 " T wlw3 " T w3 » 
and 
Den - (ah)2[D5(w24v3) - D^w-j] 
+ ISh^_{D5(6w2w2+w^)-2D6(w3w3+w1w3)] + 0(a6). 
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Similarly, 
g2(a,y) " >1f10(a)sinh(w1ay) + x1f22(a)cosh(w1ay) 
+ ?v2f34^a^sinh^w3ay^ + *2f46(a)cosh(w3ay) 
- T5^|^1[-A(ah)(w1ay)+X(ah)2 - -£  (ahHv^y)3 
where 
+ |(ah)2(Wlay)2  + Y(ah)3(Wlay)] 
+ *2[-A*(ah)(w3ay)  + X*(ah)2 - ^ (ah)(w3ay)3 
+ ^(ah)2(w3ay)2 + Y*(ah)3(w3ay) ]  + 0(a6) I   , 
x
 " "T <wrwi> ' 
D2    3       Dl    3 Y
 - -r wl " IT w3 • 
X*  - -^  (w2-w2)   , 
Y*  - °8 w3       °7 w3 
* " T 3 " T l  • 
Then after showing that, 
D5(w2+w2)   -   DgWjW-j   - 0 , 
B   - -X,     C  - -Y,        B*  - -X*,        C*  - -Y*. 
we  finally get, 
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c,(y) 2 
gl(a,y) 2 -^j— + C2(y) + 0(</) , 
g2(a.y) - - -^-2- - c2(y> + °<a > » 
a 
where  C,(y), C~(y)  are some functions of  y. 
b)  Asymptotic Analysis for g, (a,y), (i"l,4)  for 
large a : 
When a ■ 0 or b - h  (the case of ah edge 
crack) some terms in gj(a,y)  blow up as  a — »  if 
at the same time we let  t -» 0 or  d -♦ 0.  This 
occurs when the loads applied are close to the edge ' 
crack.  Then we have to separate those diverging 
terms to help the convergence of the infinite integrals. 
Therefore as  a -* °°, from Appendix V, 




     11 l   ull 
Xl D14    -wia(h-y)     X2 Dlft    -w3a(h-y) 
g2tD(a,y)   - l-2± ^ e + -* ,jiS e ]cosad, 
83>.y>   ■ [- ^ ^ e'Wiay - ^ j|22 e"W3ay]sinat  , 
Xl D16    -wia(h-y)     X2 D?Q    -w-a(h-y) 
«4-<a»*>  - t-T TJJJ e + -T T5~ e l8lnGd« 
Making use  of  the  integrals  given  in Appendix  DC 
we get 
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X2 D18r   w3y 
11   (w.y)N-t m^Tinr T7^] 11  (w,y)N-t 
G2cn(y) f 82«(a»y)da 
Xl DlAr    wl(h'y)     ^  X2 D18r    w3(h-y>   _, 
'11 wj(h-y) 
G3oo(y)   - /       g3oo(a,y)da 
^ 0 
Xl D16 h D20r 
p oo 
G4oo(y) -J    g^co(a'y>da 
Xl D16r 
11 wJ(h-y)N-d 
d     , .   X2  D20r 
2~?1 + T TTT1:? llw^h-yT-W 
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APPENDIX  VIII 
Solution  of  the Singular   Integral  Equation 
In  [17]   a  quadrature   formula  of closed  type   la 
derived   for  the  principal   part  of  the  singular 
integral  equation  of  the   form: 
a*(t)  + |/     -^ <KOdt + f      k(x,t)*(t)dt   - g(x)   , 
-1  < x  <  1   . 
The solution will be sought.In the form 
*(t) - *(t)W(T) , 
where  f(t)  is a bounded function, and W(t)  Is 
given by 
W(t) - (l-t)a(l+t)6 , 
e " - sr 1O« <£&> + M • 
N and M are arbitrary integers determined from 
the physics of the problem.  The index of the 
singular Integral equation is defined by 
< - - (cH£) - - (N+M) . 
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Defining 
k*(x,t) - %£  + k(x,t) , 
the approximate solution to the singular integral 
equation is determined from 
n-1 
(l-Hi)H1k*(xk>t1)^(t1) +£ Hik*(xk,ti)^(t1) 
i-2 
+ (l-^)Hnk*(xk,tn)^(tn) - g(xk) , k-1,..., -1 
and 
n-1 
(l-Ki)H1Kt1) + £ H^Ctj) + (l-H3)Hn*(tn) " C , 
i-2 
where the last equation is the approximation to the 
extra condition:  (when K    ■ 1) 
r1 ;     *(t)dt - c . J
-i 
Here, t,, xk and H.  are defined as follows: 
(i-t2)Pa^.i-^)(ti) . o,   tl > t2 >...> tn 
p(-J-a.-l-3)(xk) - 0,  k - 1,2 n-1 
and 
1
  (n-l)[r(n)P^>(ti)]2 
where p£a,P)(x)  is the Jacobi polynomial of degree n. 
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In the analysis of the report the singular integral 
equation is of the first kind and  a - 0 ■ - -j 
giving K   - 1.  In this case Jacobi polynomials 
reduce to the Chebyshev polynomials and  n  unknowns 
f(t,)  can be determined from 
n-1 
^k*(xk,t1)^(t1) +£ k*(xk,ti)^(t1) 
i-2 





tt - cos(nfjT')>  1 - l,...,n  , 
2k-1 
x. ■ cos(-j—-jir), k - l,...,n-l . 
For the case of K    ■ 0 the solution is non- 
singular at one of the ends and the factor  (1-t) 
or  (1+t)  is included in  f(t).  Therefore the 
extra condition is 
*(1) - 0 or  *(-l) - 0 . 
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APPENDIX   IX 
Evaluation  of  Certain   Integrals 
r
°° e"at  sinbtdt   - -H^- 
0 aNV 
     »     *     ,     a  >  0 
Jn .'ill 
/       e"at  cosbtdt   -     «a   »     ,     a  >  0 
J
 0 az+bz 
/*    00 
A1  »  cosbtdt   - •£-    e"ab n     „2.   2 2a 0    a'-bc 
r" -J* sinbtdt   - -J     e"ab ■*•   
0    a'+x' 
-* iy a Dca x-









'/   "^ e"p|7|xtlcos^(y-yo>-8in7(y-yo>id7 
roo 
e'07xsin7(y-y  )d7 J
 0 ° 
2(y-y0) 
" eV+(y-y0)2 
*•    -0|7|x   i7(y-y   ) 
e e ° d7 
— Ou 
mJ       e'0|7lx[cos7(y-yo)+isin7(y-yo)]d7 
— 00 
- 2 f VP7xcos7(y-y0)d7 - -J-J262  
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